RA2 Select
Whole home lighting control made simple

The difference
between a good
room and a
perfect one is
the lighting.
In a modern home, one room will have
many purposes, each requiring their
own lighting. Controllable lighting puts
you in charge. It means you are free to
create beautiful rooms no matter what
time of day it is and what type of activity
you have planned. It’s easy to install
and a joy to use. Your home is your
showcase, it deserves to be seen in the
best possible light.
Control your lights wherever you
are from the Lutron App.
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Welcome home
Schedule exterior lights to turn on before you arrive home
at the end of your day. Then turn on entry lights with the Home
button to illuminate a path from your front door.
Heading out? The Away button ensures that you will never
leave the lights on.
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Transform
a room

Easily set multiple lights and blinds
to just the right levels for cooking, a quiet
dinner, or cleaning up.

Ceiling lights

Island lights

Pendant

Blinds

Bright

100%

100%

100%

Open

Cooking

100%

100%

50%

75% Open

Dining

20%

65%

50%

Half Open

Off

Off

Off

Closed

Off
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Entertain
and relax
Create the perfect atmosphere for
entertaining friends with light, blind, and
audio control at your fingertips, or watch
your favourite movie without glare.
Conveniently close blinds and turn lights
off as the opening credits start to roll.

CONTROL WHERE
YOU WANT IT
Mount a Pico wireless
remote to a wall without
cutting a hole or wiring
anything. A screwless
wallplate design adds a
finishing touch to a wallmounted Pico.
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Unwind or get ready
Enjoy your night or morning routine
in the perfect light.
Allow your eyes to relax in the
evening and gradually adjust in the
morning.
Control the lights in your bathroom
without opening the door, or using
an inconvenient pullcord.

With a sensor, lights automatically
turn off after you leave the room.
That way, you’ll never have to
worry about accidentally leaving
them on.
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Rest assured
Use the Goodnight button to turn lights off and lower blinds
in other rooms of your home, from the comfort of your bed.
Hear a noise in the night? Turn hallway lights on and raise living
room blinds with the Alert button.
And if you’re a night owl but your partner isn’t, use the Pico
wireless remote for individual control of the lamp on your side
of the bed. (You can also use the plug-in lamp dimmer for
individual control; see page 12).
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CONTROL WHERE YOU WANT IT
Mount a Pico wireless remote on a tabletop
pedestal. Tabletop pedestals are available in
single, double, and triple configurations.

System components
When you choose RA2 Select, you are selecting a smart home system comprised of

Entry

Bedside

Kitchen

Lights

Blinds

wireless remotes, load controllers, and sensors for lighting and blind control, as well as an app.
RA2 Select was developed so you can choose the specific components you want
in order to create the system that will best suit your lifestyle.

Living Room Any Room

Main repeater
The main repeater lets
you control your lights and
blinds from a smartphone or
tablet using the free Lutron
App. It also enables system
integration with other leading
brands (see page 17).
If you need to expand the
wireless range of your system,
you can add a wireless
repeater to enjoy control
throughout your home.

Audio

In-line dimmers
& switches

Occupancy
sensors

Pico scene
keypads

Pico remote
controls

Use in-line controls, which
are ideal for new or retrofit
applications, to reliably dim or
switch LEDs. In-line dimmers/
switches install in the ceiling
and fit through a typical
downlight cutout, making them
an easy addition at any time.

Radio Powr Savr occupancy
sensors automatically turn
lights on when you walk into
a room and off when you
leave. Available in ceiling-,
corner-, and hallway-mount
options, for the right amount
of coverage in any room.

Scene keypads are available
engraved with common
scenes, for typical activities
in your home. They
automatically configure for
the room type and type of
fixtures in the room.

Pico wireless remote controls
are great for controlling lights,
blinds, and audio individually,
from anywhere throughout
your home.

Wallplates
Wallplates are available with
one, two,or three openings.

You can also customise a Pico wireless remote keypad
with scenes that you create to suit your lifestyle.
And you can easily change scenes whenever you want.

Plug-in
lamp dimmer
A plug-in lamp dimmer is a
simple way to add dimming
to a table or floor lamp.
Just plug one end into a
lamp and the other into a
standard socket.
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Universal Room

Matte
Arctic White

Matte
Black

Glass*
Clear White

Colours
and finishes
* Wallplate only

Metal*
Satin Nickel

Metal*
Satin Brass

Metal*
Bright Chrome
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System components
Automated blinds
Automated blinds are great for any room in your home, including
areas with hard to reach windows. They provide privacy when you
need it and keep the sun out or let it in, so your heating system
doesn’t have to work as hard.

Blinds are controlled
with a Pico wireless
remote, or integrated
into a whole home
control system.

Lutron automated blinds move quietly, in unison, and are available
in five styles with an extensive selection of fabrics.

Roller blinds
Roller blinds complement both
traditional and contemporary
designs and are available in
different sizes to accommodate
the needs of any room.
Battery-powered options are
available.
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Honeycomb
blinds

Wood blinds

Honeycomb blinds add luxury
to a space with their elegant
textures, as well as depth, thanks
to their cellular design — which
also provides superior insulation.

Wood blinds are an attractive and
effective way to ensure privacy,
while still allowing sunlight to
filter into a space. Natural Light
Optimisation automatically adjusts
the tilt based on the position of
the sun for maximum comfort.

Battery-powered options are
available.

Battery-powered options are
available.

Horizontal
sheer blinds

Drapery
systems

Horizontal sheer blinds pair the
soft elegance of a sheer with the
precise control of a blind. Sheer
layers also offer privacy, even
when vanes are open.

Choose from elegant pinch
pleat or ripplefold styles, as well
as drapery that moves up from
bottom to top.
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Smart home made simple
RA2 Select makes it easy to turn your home
into a smart home. Build its foundation
around these key features:

Scheduling — you can program lights
and blinds to automatically adjust at set
times of day.

RA2 Select also works with smart home solutions from other best-in-class brands.
Expand your system to add even more convenience to your day-to-day life:

Amazon Alexa
Create just the right light using Alexa voice control. Ask Alexa to turn lights
on, off, or dim them to your favourite level.
Apple® HomeKit™
The RA2 Select hub contains Apple HomeKit technology, so you can use
Siri® to control your lights and blinds.

25

The Google Assistant™
Get the lights with just your voice. Smart lighting control is now available
through any Google Assistant-enabled device.

Geofencing — controls lights based on
your location.

Honeywell Wi-Fi Thermostats
Choose from a wide variety of thermostat options to control the temperature
in your home, from anywhere. Compatible with Honeywell Wi-Fi thermostats,
including Lyric Round and T Series.

This feature can turn lights on for you when
you arrive home and notify you if you’ve left
lights on when you leave.

IFTTT (If This Then That)
Create IFTTT recipes: a sequence of conditions that when triggered (If This) cause
your RA2 Select system to turn on the lights or open the blinds (Then That).

Smart Away — randomly turns lights on
and off in the evening, so it looks like you’re
home, even when you’re not.

Ring
Peace of mind is knocking. Set lights to turn on when your Ring doorbell or
camera detects motion outside.
Sonos
Control your Sonos Home Sound System from a Pico remote control for
audio or from scenes in the Lutron App. You can also control your lights
using your voice via the Sonos One with Amazon Alexa.
To learn more visit lutron.com/ra2selectintegration

Ring is a trademark of Ring LLC.
Apple and Siri are trademarks of Apple Inc; registered in the U.S. and other countries. HomeKit is a trademark
of Apple Inc. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Google Assistant is a trademark of Google Inc.

Easy and Expandable — start with just a couple of rooms to experience the benefits of a
smart home and expand when you’re ready. Expanding your smart home system is easy with
the free Lutron App for Apple® and Android™.
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Sonos, Sonos One, and Works with Sonos are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sonos, Inc.
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Technology you can count on
Clear Connect RF Technology
Lutron’s patented Clear Connect RF technology sets the bar for reliability.
You can trust that your wireless system will work with precision and accuracy,
free from interference with other frequency bands, every time you use it.

•
•

LED Centre of Excellence
LED Centre of Excellence —1000s of bulbs, drivers, and fixtures tested for compatibility
LED report cards provide performance results, including trim settings, maximum number of lamps,
and perceived low end

For more product information, please visit ra2select.lutron.com
Experience RA2 Select
Email euroexperience@lutron.com to make an appointment in order
to visit our European Experience Centre in London.

lutron.com/europe
European Headquarters
Lutron EA Ltd.
4th Floor, 52 Leadenhall Street
London EC3A 2EB, UK
European Experience Centre:
4th Floor, 125 Finsbury Pavement
London EC2A 1NQ, UK
FREEPHONE: 0800 282 107
TEL: +44 (0) 207 702 0657
euroexperience@lutron.com
Customer Assistance
Online: lutron.com | Email: eacs@lutron.com | Phone: +44.(0) 207 680.4481
Lutron is a trademark of Lutron Electronics Co., Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
For a complete list of all Lutron registered and common law trademarks, please visit lutron.com/trademarks.
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